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Comprehension (15 minutes) Directions: This part is to test your

listening ability. It consists of 3 sections.Section ADirections: This

section is to test your ability to understand short dialogues. There are

5 recorded dialogues in it. After each dialogue, there is a recorded

question. Both the dialogues and questions will be spoken only once.

When you hear a question, you should decide on the correct answer

from the 4 choices marked A), B), C), D) given in your test paper.

Then you should mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet

with a single line through the center.1. A) 3380075 B) 8380075 C)

3880075 D) 86800752. A) She forgot her class. B) Her clock was

wrong.C) The bus was late. D) She got up later than usual.3. A) On

his bike. B) On the grass. C) Near the pool. D) At home.4. A) 5 B)

10 C) 15 D) 205. A) Manager and secretary. B) Teacher and

student.C) Waiter and customs. D) Police and passer-by.Section

CDirections: This section is to test your ability to comprehend short

passages. You will hear a recorded passage. After that you will hear

five questions. Both the passage and the questions will be read two

times. When you hear a question, you should complete the answer

with a word or a short phrase. The incomplete answer are printed in

your test paper. You should write your answers on the Answer Sheet

correspondingly. Now the passage will begin.11. When did the

speaker and Jane arrive home?They arrived home _____.12. How



did they get home?They got home _____.13. What did they find

when they finally arrived home?When they finally arrived home they

found ___. 14. How did they feel at the end of the day?At the end of

the day they felt _____. 15. What does the speaker think of his

experience?The speaker thought his experience was _____. 查看答
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